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CASE STUDY:
A well-formatted case
study boosts businesses,
brands and companies.
Start writing, to drive
conversions and build
clientele.

Save This Downloadable
Newsletter
BY MARIA QUBBAWALA
At Plush Penchants, we decided to have a weekly newsletter for our
followers and clients. This document can be downloaded and read
offline. It can be used as a guidance document for whichever
purposes.
This newsletter will give readers tangible knowledge base, build
their curiosity on all topics of content and copywriting, and also
various services offered by Plush Penchants. To add forth, Plush
Penchants doesn’t hold copyright to the contents of this newsletter.
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The Art Of Writing A Compelling
Case Study
For writing a case study document, content layout and planning is a must.
Content not only entails words, but graphics, images, logo, and theme. An
attractive piece of document or case study has soothing colour
combinations, a methodical placement of images and graphics and a written
article with a great flow of readability.
Before starting to write a case study, always opt for sketching out or
drafting the document on a piece of paper or a journal. Case study
documents ideally do not extend to more than one page, two sides. The
sketched blueprint must have alloted spaces for images, graphics, dialogues,
article, summary and the company’s profile.
On the basis of the company’s type, logo and audience; colour layout/ theme
must be chosen. The blueprint document should be transferred to a soft
copy or to Pages, Microsoft Word or Google Docs. It is an expert idea to
insert random text in the places which were set empty in the blueprint for
written content.
The word count of the random text placed in the empty spaces of the
formatted document will help the writer be sure of the number of words
that is to be used in the case study.
An average case study, one page, two sides have a word count of 300-350
words.
Ensure the case study article is written in the third person. Case study
documents business solutions rendered to clients by the company. The
document has company’s and client’s details, product or service description,
challenges faced by the client and the solution provided by the company.
Moreso, case studies have expert dialogues given by the company’s CEO.
Case study ends with a summary which rounds off all the key points of
challenges, solutions, satisfactory index, product/ service description and
the like.

Culmination
Formatting case studies is a trial and error process. Nonetheless,
they standardize the products/services offered by the company.
Case study documents are essential marketing collaterals for
corporate meetings and client acquisitions.
Over the years, as we see an uprise in how content permeates
through different online platforms, we also find more users engage
in social and informative endeavors of the virtual world. Case study
on company websites increases the credibility of the product or
service offered.
Create a compelling document with exceptional strategy and
formatting. TODAY!
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